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Silicon Based Unified Memory Devices and Technology
2017-07-06

the primary focus of this book is on basic device concepts memory cell design and
process technology integration the first part provides in depth coverage of
conventional nonvolatile memory devices stack structures from device physics
historical perspectives and identifies limitations of conventional devices the
second part reviews advances made in reducing and or eliminating existing
limitations of nvm device parameters from the standpoint of device scalability
application extendibility and reliability the final part proposes multiple options
of silicon based unified nonvolatile memory cell concepts and stack designs sums the
book provides industrial r d personnel with the knowledge to drive the future memory
technology with the established silicon fet based establishments of their own it
explores application potentials of memory in areas such as robotics avionics health
industry space vehicles space sciences bio imaging genetics etc

Solid-State-Drives (SSDs) Modeling
2017-03-28

this book introduces simulation tools and strategies for complex systems of solid
state drives ssds which consist of a flash multi core microcontroller plus nand
flash memories it provides a broad overview of the most popular simulation tools
with special focus on open source solutions vssim nandflashsim and disksim are
benchmarked against performances of real ssds under different traffic workloads pros
and cons of each simulator are analyzed and it is clearly indicated which kind of
answers each of them can give and at a what price it is explained that speed and
precision do not go hand in hand and it is important to understand when to simulate
what and with which tool being able to simulate ssd s performances is mandatory to
meet time to market together with product cost and quality over the last few years
the authors developed an advanced simulator named ssdexplorer which has been used to
evaluate multiple phenomena with great accuracy from qos quality of service to read
retry from ldpc soft information to power from flash aging to ftl ssd simulators are
also addressed in a broader context in this book i e the analysis of what happens
when ssds are connected to the os operating system and to the end user application
for example a database search the authors walk the reader through the full
simulation flow of a real system level by combining ssd explorer with the qemu
virtual platform the reader will be impressed by the level of know how and the
combination of models that such simulations are asking for

Inside Solid State Drives (SSDs)
2018-07-11

the revised second edition of this respected text provides a state of the art
overview of the main topics relating to solid state drives ssds covering nand flash
memories memory controllers including booth hardware and software i o interfaces
pcie sas sata reliability error correction codes bch and ldpc encryption flash
signal processing and hybrid storage updated throughout to include all recent work
in the field significant changes for the new edition include a new chapter on flash
memory errors and data recovery procedures in ssds for reliability and lifetime
improvement updated coverage of ssd architecture and pci express interfaces moving
from pcie gen3 to pcie gen4 and including a section on nvme over fabric nvmf an
additional section on 3d flash memories an update on standard reliability procedures
for ssds expanded coverage of bch for ssds with a specific section on detection a



new section on non binary low density parity check ldpc codes the most recent
advancement in the field a description of randomization in the protection of ssd
data against attacks particularly relevant to 3d architectures the ssd market is
booming with many industries placing a huge effort in this space spending billions
of dollars in r d and product development moreover flash manufacturers are now
moving to 3d architectures thus enabling an even higher level of storage capacity
this book takes the reader through the fundamentals and brings them up to speed with
the most recent developments in the field and is suitable for advanced students
researchers and engineers alike

NAND Flash Memory Technologies
2015-11-30

offers a comprehensive overview of nand flash memories with insights into nand
history technology challenges evolutions and perspectives describes new program
disturb issues data retention power consumption and possible solutions for the
challenges of 3d nand flash memory written by an authority in nand flash memory
technology with over 25 years experience

Genetic Programming Theory and Practice XI
2014-04-01

these contributions written by the foremost international researchers and
practitioners of genetic programming gp explore the synergy between theoretical and
empirical results on real world problems producing a comprehensive view of the state
of the art in gp topics in this volume include evolutionary constraints relaxation
of selection mechanisms diversity preservation strategies flexing fitness evaluation
evolution in dynamic environments multi objective and multi modal selection
foundations of evolvability evolvable and adaptive evolutionary operators foundation
of injecting expert knowledge in evolutionary search analysis of problem difficulty
and required gp algorithm complexity foundations in running gp on the cloud
communication cooperation flexible implementation and ensemble methods additional
focal points for gp symbolic regression are 1 the need to guarantee convergence to
solutions in the function discovery mode 2 issues on model validation 3 the need for
model analysis workflows for insight generation based on generated gp solutions
model exploration visualization variable selection dimensionality analysis 4 issues
in combining different types of data readers will discover large scale real world
applications of gp to a variety of problem domains via in depth presentations of the
latest and most significant results

Machine Learning and Non-volatile Memories
2022-05-25

this book presents the basics of both nand flash storage and machine learning
detailing the storage problems the latter can help to solve at a first sight machine
learning and non volatile memories seem very far away from each other machine
learning implies mathematics algorithms and a lot of computation non volatile
memories are solid state devices used to store information having the amazing
capability of retaining the information even without power supply this book will
help the reader understand how these two worlds can work together bringing a lot of
value to each other in particular the book covers two main fields of application
analog neural networks nns and solid state drives ssds after reviewing the basics of
machine learning in chapter 1 chapter 2 shows how neural networks can mimic the



human brain to accomplish this result neural networks have to perform a specific
computation called vector by matrix vbm multiplication which is particularly power
hungry in the digital domain vbm is implemented by means of logic gates which
dictate both the area occupation and the power consumption the combination of the
two poses serious challenges to the hardware scalability thus limiting the size of
the neural network itself especially in terms of the number of processable inputs
and outputs non volatile memories phase change memories in chapter 3 resistive
memories in chapter 4 and 3d flash memories in chapter 5 and chapter 6 enable the
analog implementation of the vbm also called neuromorphic architecture which can
easily beat the equivalent digital implementation in terms of both speed and energy
consumption ssds and flash memories are strictly coupled together as 3d flash scales
there is a significant amount of work that has to be done in order to optimize the
overall performances of ssds machine learning has emerged as a viable solution in
many stages of this process after introducing the main flash reliability issues
chapter 7 shows both supervised and un supervised machine learning techniques that
can be applied to nand in addition chapter 7 deals with algorithms and techniques
for a pro active reliability management of ssds last but not least the last section
of chapter 7 discusses the next challenge for machine learning in the context of the
so called computational storage no doubt that machine learning and non volatile
memories can help each other but we are just at the beginning of the journey this
book helps researchers understand the basics of each field by providing real
application examples hopefully providing a good starting point for the next level of
development

3D Flash Memories
2016-05-26

this book walks the reader through the next step in the evolution of nand flash
memory technology namely the development of 3d flash memories in which multiple
layers of memory cells are grown within the same piece of silicon it describes their
working principles device architectures fabrication techniques and practical
implementations and highlights why 3d flash is a brand new technology after
reviewing market trends for both nand and solid state drives ssds the book digs into
the details of the flash memory cell itself covering both floating gate and emerging
charge trap technologies there is a plethora of different materials and vertical
integration schemes out there new memory cells new materials new architectures 3d
stacked bics and p bics 3d fg 3d vg 3d advanced architectures basically each nand
manufacturer has its own solution chapter 3 to chapter 7 offer a broad overview of
how 3d can materialize the 3d wave is impacting emerging memories as well and
chapter 8 covers 3d rram resistive ram crosspoint arrays visualizing 3d structures
can be a challenge for the human brain this is way all these chapters contain a lot
of bird s eye views and cross sections along the 3 axes the second part of the book
is devoted to other important aspects such as advanced packaging technology i e tsv
in chapter 9 and error correction codes which have been leveraged to improve flash
reliability for decades chapter 10 describes the evolution from legacy bch to the
most recent ldpc codes while chapter 11 deals with some of the most recent
advancements in the ecc field last but not least chapter 12 looks at 3d flash
memories from a system perspective is 14nm the last step for planar cells can 100
layers be integrated within the same piece of silicon is 4 bit cell possible with 3d
will 3d be reliable enough for enterprise and datacenter applications these are some
of the questions that this book helps answering by providing insights into 3d flash
memory design process technology and applications



The International Conference on Advanced Machine
Learning Technologies and Applications (AMLTA2018)
2018-01-25

this book presents the refereed proceedings of the third international conference on
advanced machine learning technologies and applications amlta 2018 held in cairo
egypt on february 22 24 2018 and organized by the scientific research group in egypt
srge the papers cover current research in machine learning big data internet of
things biomedical engineering fuzzy logic security and intelligence swarms and
optimization

Selected Papers from the First International Symposium
on Future ICT (Future-ICT 2019) in Conjunction with 4th
International Symposium on Mobile Internet Security
(MobiSec 2019)
2021-05-11

the international symposium on future ict future ict 2019 in conjunction with the
4th international symposium on mobile internet security mobisec 2019 was held on 17
19 october 2019 in taichung taiwan the symposium provided academic and industry
professionals an opportunity to discuss the latest issues and progress in advancing
smart applications based on future ict and its relative security the symposium aimed
to publish high quality papers strictly related to the various theories and
practical applications concerning advanced smart applications future ict and related
communications and networks it was expected that the symposium and its publications
would be a trigger for further related research and technology improvements in this
field

Semiconductor Memories and Systems
2022-06-07

semiconductor memories and systems provides a comprehensive overview of the current
state of semiconductor memory at the technology and system levels after an
introduction on market trends and memory applications the book focuses on mainstream
technologies illustrating their current status challenges and opportunities with
special attention paid to scalability paths technologies discussed include static
random access memory sram dynamic random access memory dram non volatile memory nvm
and nand flash memory embedded memory and requirements and system level needs for
storage class memory are also addressed each chapter covers physical operating
mechanisms fabrication technologies and the main challenges to scalability finally
the work reviews the emerging trends for storage class memory mainly focusing on the
advantages and opportunities of phase change based memory technologies features
contributions from experts from leading companies in semiconductor memory discusses
physical operating mechanisms fabrication technologies and paths to scalability for
current and emerging semiconductor memories reviews primary memory technologies
including sram dram nvm and nand flash memory includes emerging storage class memory
technologies such as phase change memory



Flash Memories
2013-09-12

the subject of this book is to introduce a model based quantitative performance
indicator methodology applicable for performance cost and reliability optimization
of non volatile memories the complex example of flash memories is used to introduce
and apply the methodology it has been developed by the author based on an industrial
2 bit to 4 bit per cell flash development project for the first time design and cost
aspects of 3d integration of flash memory are treated in this book cell array
performance and reliability effects of flash memories are introduced and analyzed
key performance parameters are derived to handle the flash complexity a performance
and array memory model is developed and a set of performance indicators
characterizing architecture cost and durability is defined flash memories are
selected to apply the performance indicator methodology to quantify design and
technology innovation a graphical representation based on trend lines is introduced
to support a requirement based product development process the performance indicator
methodology is applied to demonstrate the importance of hidden memory parameters for
a successful product and system development roadmap flash memories offers an
opportunity to enhance your understanding of product development key topics such as
reliability optimization of flash memories is all about threshold voltage margin
understanding and definition product performance parameter are analyzed in depth in
all aspects in relation to the threshold voltage operation window technical
characteristics are translated into quantitative performance indicators performance
indicators are applied to identify and quantify product and technology innovation
within adjacent areas to fulfill the application requirements with an overall cost
optimized solution cost density performance and durability values are combined into
a common factor performance indicator which fulfills the application requirements

Nanomaterials-Based Charge Trapping Memory Devices
2020-05-27

rising consumer demand for low power consumption electronics has generated a need
for scalable and reliable memory devices with low power consumption at present
scaling memory devices and lowering their power consumption is becoming more
difficult due to unresolved challenges such as short channel effect drain induced
barrier lowering dibl and sub surface punch through effect all of which cause high
leakage currents as a result the introduction of different memory architectures or
materials is crucial nanomaterials based charge trapping memory devices provides a
detailed explanation of memory device operation and an in depth analysis of the
requirements of future scalable and low powered memory devices in terms of new
materials properties the book presents techniques to fabricate nanomaterials with
the desired properties finally the book highlights the effect of incorporating such
nanomaterials in memory devices this book is an important reference for materials
scientists and engineers who are looking to develop low powered solutions to meet
the growing demand for consumer electronic products and devices explores in depth
memory device operation requirements and challenges presents fabrication methods and
characterization results of new nanomaterials using techniques including laser
ablation of nanoparticles ald growth of nano islands and agglomeration based
technique of nanoparticles demonstrates how nanomaterials affect the performance of
memory devices



More than Moore Technologies for Next Generation
Computer Design
2015-02-09

this book provides a comprehensive overview of key technologies being used to
address challenges raised by continued device scaling and the extending gap between
memory and central processing unit performance authors discuss in detail what are
known commonly as more than moore mtm technologies which add value to devices by
incorporating functionalities that do not necessarily scale according to moore s law
coverage focuses on three key technologies needed for efficient power management and
cost per performance novel memories 3d integration and photonic on chip interconnect

The Cache Memory Book
1998-01-13

the second edition of the cache memory book introduces systems designers to the
concepts behind cache design the book teaches the basic cache concepts and more
exotic techniques it leads readers through someof the most intricate protocols used
in complex multiprocessor caches written in an accessible informal style this text
demystifies cache memory design by translating cache concepts and jargon into
practical methodologies and real life examples it also provides adequate detail to
serve as a reference book for ongoing work in cache memory design the second edition
includes an updated and expanded glossary of cache memory terms and buzzwords the
book provides new real world applications of cache memory design and a new chapter
on cache tricks illustrates detailed example designs of caches provides numerous
examples in the form of block diagrams timing waveforms state tables and code traces
defines and discusses more than 240 cache specific buzzwords comparing in detail the
relative merits of different design methodologies includes an extensive glossary
complete with clear definitions synonyms and references to the appropriate text
discussions

Computer Science and its Applications
2014-11-29

the 6th ftra international conference on computer science and its applications csa
14 will be held in guam usa dec 17 19 2014 csa 14 presents a comprehensive
conference focused on the various aspects of advances in engineering systems in
computer science and applications including ubiquitous computing u health care
system big data ui ux for human centric computing computing service bioinformatics
and bio inspired computing and will show recent advances on various aspects of
computing technology ubiquitous computing services and its application

Phase Change Memory
2017-11-18

this book describes the physics of phase change memory devices starting from basic
operation to reliability issues the book gives a comprehensive overlook of pcm with
particular attention to the electrical transport and the phase transition physics
between the two states the book also contains design engineering details on pcm cell
architecture pcm cell arrays including electrical circuit management as well as the
full spectrum of possible future applications



Network and Parallel Computing
2021-06-22

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 17th ifip wg 10 3 international
conference on network and parallel computing npc 2020 held in zhengzhou china in
september 2020 the 34 full and 7 short papers presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 95 submissions they were organized in topical
sections named accelerator ai algorithm architecture and hardware big data and cloud
edge computing emerging network and storage

75th Anniversary of the Transistor
2023-07-11

75th anniversary of the transistor 75th anniversary commemorative volume reflecting
the transistor s development since inception to current state of the art 75th
anniversary of the transistor is a commemorative anniversary volume to celebrate the
invention of the transistor the anniversary volume was conceived by the ieee
electron devices society eds to provide comprehensive yet compact coverage of the
historical perspectives underlying the invention of the transistor and its
subsequent evolution into a multitude of integration and manufacturing technologies
and applications the book reflects the transistor s development since inception to
the current state of the art that continues to enable scaling to very large scale
integrated circuits of higher functionality and speed the stages in this evolution
covered are in chronological order to reflect historical developments narratives and
experiences are provided by a select number of venerated industry and academic
leaders and retired veterans of the semiconductor industry 75th anniversary of the
transistor highlights historical perspectives of the state of the art pre solid
state transistor world pre 1947 leading to the invention of the transistor invention
of the bipolar junction transistor bjt and analytical formulations by shockley 1948
and their impact on the semiconductor industry large scale integration moore s law
1965 and transistor scaling 1974 and mos lsi including flash memories srams drams
1963 and the toshiba nand flash memory 1989 image sensors 1986 including charge
coupled devices and related microsensor applications with comprehensive yet succinct
and accessible coverage of one of the cornerstones of modern technology 75th
anniversary of the transistor is an essential reference for engineers researchers
and undergraduate students looking for historical perspective from leaders in the
field

Information and Communication Technologies
2010-09-08

this book constitutes the proceedings of the international conference on information
and communication technologies held in kochi kerala india in september 2010

Embedded Flash Memory for Embedded Systems: Technology,
Design for Sub-systems, and Innovations
2017-09-09

this book provides a comprehensive introduction to embedded flash memory describing
the history current status and future projections for technology circuits and
systems applications the authors describe current main stream embedded flash



technologies from floating gate 1tr floating gate with split gate 1 5tr and 1tr 1
5tr sonos flash technologies and their successful creation of various applications
comparisons of these embedded flash technologies and future projections are also
provided the authors demonstrate a variety of embedded applications for auto motive
smart ic cards and low power representing the leading edge technology developments
for eflash the discussion also includes insights into future prospects of
application driven non volatile memory technology in the era of smart advanced
automotive system such as adas advanced driver assistance system and ioe internet of
everything trials on technology convergence and future prospects of embedded non
volatile memory in the new memory hierarchy are also described introduces the
history of embedded flash memory technology for micro controller products and how
embedded flash innovations developed includes comprehensive and detailed
descriptions of current main stream embedded flash memory technologies sub system
designs and applications explains why embedded flash memory requirements are
different from those of stand alone flash memory and how to achieve specific goals
with technology development and circuit designs describes a mature and stable
floating gate 1tr cell technology imported from stand alone flash memory products
that then introduces embedded specific split gate memory cell technologies based on
floating gate storage structure and charge trapping sonos technology and their
eflash sub system designs describes automotive and smart ic card applications
requirements and achievements in advanced eflash beyond 4 0nm node

Encyclopedia of Polymer Applications, 3 Volume Set
2018-12-17

undoubtedly the applications of polymers are rapidly evolving technology is
continually changing and quickly advancing as polymers are needed to solve a variety
of day to day challenges leading to improvements in quality of life the encyclopedia
of polymer applications presents state of the art research and development on the
applications of polymers this groundbreaking work provides important overviews to
help stimulate further advancements in all areas of polymers this comprehensive
multi volume reference includes articles contributed from a diverse and global team
of renowned researchers it offers a broad based perspective on a multitude of topics
in a variety of applications as well as detailed research information figures tables
illustrations and references the encyclopedia provides introductions classifications
properties selection types technologies shelf life recycling testing and
applications for each of the entries where applicable it features critical content
for both novices and experts including engineers scientists polymer scientists
materials scientists biomedical engineers macromolecular chemists researchers and
students as well as interested readers in academia industry and research
institutions

Handbook of Integrated Circuit Industry
2023-12-29

written by hundreds experts who have made contributions to both enterprise and
academics research these excellent reference books provide all necessary knowledge
of the whole industrial chain of integrated circuits and cover topics related to the
technology evolution trends fabrication applications new materials equipment economy
investment and industrial developments of integrated circuits especially the
coverage is broad in scope and deep enough for all kind of readers being interested
in integrated circuit industry remarkable data collection update marketing
evaluation enough working knowledge of integrated circuit fabrication clear and
accessible category of integrated circuit products and good equipment insight



explanation etc can make general readers build up a clear overview about the whole
integrated circuit industry this encyclopedia is designed as a reference book for
scientists and engineers actively involved in integrated circuit research and
development field in addition this book provides enough guide lines and knowledges
to benefit enterprisers being interested in integrated circuit industry

Making a Semiconductor Superpower
2023-09-29

this book provides real stories about the south korean semiconductor community it
explores the lives and careers of six influential semiconductor engineers who all
studied at korea advanced institute of science and technology kaist under the
mentorship of dr kim choong ki the most influential semiconductor professor in south
korea during the last quarter of the twentieth century kim s students became known
as kim s mafia because of the important positions they went on to hold in industry
government and academia this book will be of interest to semiconductor engineers and
electronics engineers historians of science and technology and scholars and students
of east asian studies they were called kim s mafia kim choong ki himself wouldn t
have put it that way but it was true what semiconductor engineers in south korea
whispered about his former students they were everywhere kim was the first professor
in south korea to systematically teach semiconductor engineering from 1975 when the
nation had barely begun producing its first transistors to 2008 when he retired from
teaching kim trained more than 100 students effectively creating the first two
generations of south korean semiconductor experts source ieee spectrum october 2022

Physics of Semiconductor Devices
2021-03-03

the new edition of the most detailed and comprehensive single volume reference on
major semiconductor devices the fourth edition of physics of semiconductor devices
remains the standard reference work on the fundamental physics and operational
characteristics of all major bipolar unipolar special microwave and optoelectronic
devices this fully updated and expanded edition includes approximately 1 000
references to original research papers and review articles more than 650 high
quality technical illustrations and over two dozen tables of material parameters
divided into five parts the text first provides a summary of semiconductor
properties covering energy band carrier concentration and transport properties the
second part surveys the basic building blocks of semiconductor devices including p n
junctions metal semiconductor contacts and metal insulator semiconductor mis
capacitors part iii examines bipolar transistors mosfets mos field effect
transistors and other field effect transistors such as jfets junction field effect
transistors and mesfets metal semiconductor field effect transistors part iv focuses
on negative resistance and power devices the book concludes with coverage of
photonic devices and sensors including light emitting diodes leds solar cells and
various photodetectors and semiconductor sensors this classic volume the standard
textbook and reference in the field of semiconductor devices provides the practical
foundation necessary for understanding the devices currently in use and evaluating
the performance and limitations of future devices offers completely updated and
revised information that reflects advances in device concepts performance and
application features discussions of topics of contemporary interest such as
applications of photonic devices that convert optical energy to electric energy
includes numerous problem sets real world examples tables figures and illustrations
several useful appendices and a detailed solutions manual for instructor s only
explores new work on leading edge technologies such as modfets resonant tunneling



diodes quantum cascade lasers single electron transistors real space transfer
devices and mos controlled thyristors physics of semiconductor devices fourth
edition is an indispensable resource for design engineers research scientists
industrial and electronics engineering managers and graduate students in the field

Constructive Side-Channel Analysis and Secure Design
2019-03-15

this book constitutes revised selected papers from the 10th international workshop
on constructive side channel analysis and secure design cosade 2019 held in
darmstadt germany in april 2019 the 14 papers presented together with one keynote
and one invited talk in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 34
submissions they were organized in topical sections named side channel attacks fault
injection attacks white box attacks side channel analysis methodologies security
aspects of post quantum schemes and countermeasures against implementation attacks

Inside Solid State Drives (SSDs)
2012-10-15

solid state drives ssds are gaining momentum in enterprise and client applications
replacing hard disk drives hdds by offering higher performance and lower power in
the enterprise developers of data center server and storage systems have seen cpu
performance growing exponentially for the past two decades while hdd performance has
improved linearly for the same period additionally multi core cpu designs and
virtualization have increased randomness of storage i os these trends have shifted
performance bottlenecks to enterprise storage systems business critical applications
such as online transaction processing financial data processing and database mining
are increasingly limited by storage performance in client applications small mobile
platforms are leaving little room for batteries while demanding long life out of
them therefore reducing both idle and active power consumption has become critical
additionally client storage systems are in need of significant performance
improvement as well as supporting small robust form factors ultimately client
systems are optimizing for best performance power ratio as well as performance cost
ratio ssds promise to address both enterprise and client storage requirements by
drastically improving performance while at the same time reducing power inside solid
state drives walks the reader through all the main topics related to ssds from nand
flash to memory controller hardware and software from i o interfaces pcie sas sata
to reliability from error correction codes bch and ldpc to encryption from flash
signal processing to hybrid storage we hope you enjoy this tour inside solid state
drives

Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery in Databases:
Applied Data Science Track
2021-02-24

the 5 volume proceedings lnai 12457 until 12461 constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the european conference on machine learning and knowledge discovery in databases
ecml pkdd 2020 which was held during september 14 18 2020 the conference was planned
to take place in ghent belgium but had to change to an online format due to the
covid 19 pandemic the 232 full papers and 10 demo papers presented in this volume
were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the proceedings the volumes
are organized in topical sections as follows part i pattern mining clustering



privacy and fairness social network analysis and computational social science
dimensionality reduction and autoencoders domain adaptation sketching sampling and
binary projections graphical models and causality spatio temporal data and recurrent
neural networks collaborative filtering and matrix completion part ii deep learning
optimization and theory active learning adversarial learning federated learning
kernel methods and online learning partial label learning reinforcement learning
transfer and multi task learning bayesian optimization and few shot learning part
iii combinatorial optimization large scale optimization and differential privacy
boosting and ensemble methods bayesian methods architecture of neural networks graph
neural networks gaussian processes computer vision and image processing natural
language processing bioinformatics part iv applied data science recommendation
applied data science anomaly detection applied data science mining applied data
science transportation applied data science activity recognition applied data
science hardware and manufacturing applied data science spatiotemporal data part v
applied data science social good applied data science healthcare applied data
science e commerce and finance applied data science computational social science
applied data science sports demo track

The Changing Face of Innovation
2012

this book provides a brief overview of the recent trends in innovations early
inventions innovations that began in asia i e compass paper gunpowder and printing
spread to the atlantic europe and usa by land and sea routes however with population
growth economic expansion availability of skilled researchers and lower cost of
research in asia pacific there has been a shift in innovation activities in this
region there has been a discernable trend of innovation r d in countries like japan
korea china india and singapore this book attempts to create awareness of this trend
and hopes to motivate business leaders and policy makers to take advantage of this
shifting trend as well as to encourage more global collaboration in innovations to
face societal challenges in the 21st century

Digital Storage in Consumer Electronics
2017-12-09

this book provides an introduction to digital storage for consumer electronics it
discusses the various types of digital storage including emerging non volatile solid
state storage technologies and their advantages and disadvantages it discusses the
best practices for selecting integrating and using storage devices for various
applications it explores the networking of devices into an overall organization that
results in always available home storage combined with digital storage in the cloud
to create an infrastructure to support emerging consumer applications and the
internet of things it also looks at the role of digital storage devices in creating
security and privacy in consumer products

Advances in Computer Science and Ubiquitous Computing
2017-12-19

this book presents the combined proceedings of the 12th kips international
conference on ubiquitous information technologies and applications cute 2017 and the
9th international conference on computer science and its applications csa2017 both
held in taichung taiwan december 18 20 2017 the aim of these two meetings was to
promote discussion and interaction among academics researchers and professionals in



the field of ubiquitous computing technologies these proceedings reflect the state
of the art in the development of computational methods involving theory algorithms
numerical simulation error and uncertainty analysis and novel applications of new
processing techniques in engineering science and other disciplines related to
ubiquitous computing james j jong hyuk park received ph d degrees in graduate school
of information security from korea university korea and graduate school of human
sciences from waseda university japan from december 2002 to july 2007 dr park had
been a research scientist of r d institute hanwha s c co ltd korea from september
2007 to august 2009 he had been a professor at the department of computer science
and engineering kyungnam university korea he is now a professor at the department of
computer science and engineering and department of interdisciplinary bio it
materials seoul national university of science and technology seoultech korea dr
park has published about 200 research papers in international journals and
conferences he has been serving as chair program committee or organizing committee
chair for many international conferences and workshops he is a steering chair of
international conferences mue futuretech csa cute ucawsn world it congress jeju he
is editor in chief of human centric computing and information sciences hcis by
springer the journal of information processing systems jips by kips and journal of
convergence joc by kips cswrg he is associate editor editor of 14 international
journals including jos jnca scn cj and so on in addition he has been serving as a
guest editor for international journals by some publishers springer elsevier john
wiley oxford univ press emerald inderscience mdpi he got the best paper awards from
isa 08 and itcs 11 conferences and the outstanding leadership awards from ieee hpcc
09 ica3pp 10 iee ispa 11 pdcat 11 ieee aina 15 furthermore he got the outstanding
research awards from the seoultech 2014 his research interests include iot human
centric ubiquitous computing information security digital forensics vehicular cloud
computing multimedia computing etc he is a member of the ieee ieee computer society
kips and kmms vincenzo loia bs 85 ms 87 phd 89 is full professor of computer science
his research interests include intelligent agents ambient intelligence computational
intelligence currently he is founder editor in chief of ambient intelligence and
humanized computing and co editor in chief of softcomputing springer verlag he is
chair of the task forces intelligent agents and ambient intelligence ieee cis ettc
he has been chair the emergent technical committe emergent technology ieee cis
society and vice chair of intelligent systems applications technical committee he
has been author of more than 200 scientific works editor co editor of 4 books 64
journal papers 25 book chapters and 100 conference papers he is senior member of the
ieee associate editor of ieee transactions on industrial informatics and associate
editor of ieee transactions on systems man and cybernetics systems many times
reviewers for national and international projects dr loia is active in the research
domain of agents ambient intelligence computational intelligence smartgrids
distributed platform for enrich added value gangman yi in computer sciences at texas
a m university usa in 2007 and doctorate in computer sciences at texas a m
university usa in 2011 in may 2011 he joined system s w group in samsung electronics
suwon korea he joined the department of computer science engineering gangneung wonju
national university korea since march 2012 dr yi has been researched in an
interdisciplinary field of researches his research focuses especially on the
development of computational methods to improve understanding of biological systems
and its big data dr yi actively serves as a managing editor and reviewer for
international journals and chair of international conferences and workshops yunsick
sung received his b s degree in division of electrical and computer engineering from
pusan national university busan korea in 2004 his m s degree in computer engineering
from dongguk university seoul korea in 2006 and his ph d degree in game engineering
from dongguk university seoul korea in 2012 he was employed as a member of the
researcher at samsung electronics between 2006 and 2009 he was the plural professor
at shinheung college in 2009 and at dongguk university in 2010 his main research
interests are many topics in brain computer interface programming by demonstration



ubiquitous computing and reinforcement learning his journal service experiences is
associate editor at human centric computing and information sciences springer 2015
current

Future Trends in Microelectronics
2016-09-12

presents the developments in microelectronic related fields with comprehensive
insight from a number of leading industry professionals the book presents the future
developments and innovations in the developing field of microelectronics the book s
chapters contain contributions from various authors all of whom are leading industry
professionals affiliated either with top universities major semiconductor companies
or government laboratories discussing the evolution of their profession a wide range
of microelectronic related fields are examined including solid state electronics
material science optoelectronics bioelectronics and renewable energies the topics
covered range from fundamental physical principles materials and device technologies
and major new market opportunities describes the expansion of the field into hot
topics such as energy photovoltaics and medicine bio nanotechnology provides
contributions from leading industry professionals in semiconductor micro and nano
electronics discusses the importance of micro and nano electronics in today s
rapidly changing and expanding information society future trends in microelectronics
journey into the unknown is written for industry professionals and graduate students
in engineering physics and nanotechnology

Verification, Model Checking, and Abstract
Interpretation
2023-12-29

the two volume set lncs 14499 and 14500 constitutes the proceedings of the 25th
international conference on verification model checking and abstract interpretation
vmcai 2024 which took place in london ontario canada in january 2024 the 30 full
papers presented in the proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected from 74
submissions they were organized in topical sections as follows part i abstract
interpretation infinite state systems model checking and synthesis sat smt and
automated reasoning part ii concurrency neural networks probabilistic and quantum
programs program and system verification runtime verification security and privacy

Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing
2020-09-30

this three volume set lncs 12452 12453 and 12454 constitutes the proceedings of the
20th international conference on algorithms and architectures for parallel
processing ica3pp 2020 in new york city ny usa in october 2020 the total of 142 full
papers and 5 short papers included in this proceedings volumes was carefully
reviewed and selected from 495 submissions ica3pp is covering the many dimensions of
parallel algorithms and architectures encompassing fundamental theoretical
approaches practical experimental projects and commercial components and systems as
applications of computing systems have permeated in every aspects of daily life the
power of computing system has become increasingly critical this conference provides
a forum for academics and practitioners from countries around the world to exchange
ideas for improving the efficiency performance reliability security and
interoperability of computing systems and applications ica3pp 2020 focus on two



broad areas of parallel and distributed computing i e architectures algorithms and
networks and systems and applications

Programming Languages and Systems
2014-02-17

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 27th international conference on
architecture of computing systems arcs 2014 held in lübeck germany in february 2014
the 20 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 44
submissions they are organized in topical sections named parallelization
applications and methods self organization and trust system design system design and
sensor systems and virtualization i o memory cloud dependability safety security and
reliability aspects

Architecture of Computing Systems -- ARCS 2014
2016-06-20

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th international baltic
conference on databases and information systems db is 2016 held in riga latvia in
july 2016 the 25 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 62 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on ontology
conceptual modeling and databases tools technologies and languages for model driven
development decision support systems and data mining advanced systems and
technologies business process modeling and performance measurement software testing
and quality assurance linguistic components of is information technology in teaching
and learning

Databases and Information Systems
2018-07-20

this book discusses the new roles that the vlsi very large scale integration of
semiconductor circuits is taking for the safe secure and dependable design and
operation of electronic systems the book consists of three parts part i as a general
introduction to this vital topic describes how electronic systems are designed and
tested with particular emphasis on dependability engineering where the simultaneous
assessment of the detrimental outcome of failures and cost of their containment is
made this section also describes the related research project dependable vlsi
systems in which the editor and authors of the book were involved for 8 years part
ii addresses various threats to the dependability of vlsis as key systems components
including time dependent degradations variations in device characteristics ionizing
radiation electromagnetic interference design errors and tampering with discussion
of technologies to counter those threats part iii elaborates on the design and test
technologies for dependability in such applications as control of robots and
vehicles data processing and storage in a cloud environment and heterogeneous
wireless telecommunications this book is intended to be used as a reference for
engineers who work on the design and testing of vlsi systems with particular
attention to dependability it can be used as a textbook in graduate courses as well
readers interested in dependable systems from social and industrial economic
perspectives will also benefit from the discussions in this book



VLSI Design and Test for Systems Dependability
2015-05-11

this book provides a comprehensive introduction to spintronics based computing for
the next generation of ultra low power highly reliable logic it will cover aspects
from device to system level including magnetic memory cells device modeling hybrid
circuit structure design methodology cad tools and technological integration methods
this book is accessible to a variety of readers and little or no background in
magnetism and spin electronics are required to understand its content the
multidisciplinary team of expert authors from circuits devices computer architecture
cad and system design reveal to readers the potential of spintronics nanodevices to
reduce power consumption improve reliability and enable new functionality

Spintronics-based Computing
2020-04-16

computing systems are undergoing a transformation from logic centric towards memory
centric architectures where overall performance and energy efficiency at the system
level are determined by the density performance functionality and efficiency of the
memory rather than the logic sub system this is driven by the requirements of data
intensive applications in artificial intelligence autonomous systems and edge
computing we are at an exciting time in the semiconductor industry where several
innovative device and technology concepts are being developed to respond to these
demands and capture shares of the fast growing market for ai related hardware this
special issue is devoted to highlighting discussing and presenting the latest
advancements in this area drawing on the best work on emerging memory devices
including magnetic resistive phase change and other types of memory the special
issue is interested in work that presents concepts ideas and recent progress ranging
from materials to memory devices physics of switching mechanisms circuits and system
applications as well as progress in modeling and design tools contributions that
bridge across several of these layers are especially encouraged

Emerging Memory and Computing Devices in the Era of
Intelligent Machines
2016-07-05

high performance computing hpc describes the use of connected computing units to
perform complex tasks it relies on parallelization techniques and algorithms to
synchronize these disparate units in order to perform faster than a single processor
could alone used in industries from medicine and research to military and higher
education this method of computing allows for users to complete complex data
intensive tasks this field has undergone many changes over the past decade and will
continue to grow in popularity in the coming years innovative research applications
in next generation high performance computing aims to address the future challenges
advances and applications of hpc and related technologies as the need for such
processors increases so does the importance of developing new ways to optimize the
performance of these supercomputers this timely publication provides comprehensive
information for researchers students in ict program developers military and
government organizations and business professionals



Innovative Research and Applications in Next-Generation
High Performance Computing
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